Inbound Marketing & The Path to Purchase
Customer Journey? Sales Funnel? Either way, it’s all about the right tactics at the right stage.
This graphic superimposes the
Customer (or Buyer) Journey
and the Sales Funnel over a
hypothetical path to purchase,
and shows the channels and
tools that are most important
at each stage.

While they can seem interchangable, there is one key diﬀerence
between the Customer Journey
and the Sales Funnel: the Journey sees things from the buyer’s
point-of-view, and the Funnel
takes the seller’s perspective.

Which one you use is a matterof context. The Funnel is
useful as an indicator of timing
or probability in a sales setting, while the Journey is useful
for ‘getting inside your target
customer’s head.’
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“All of our projects
are late and over
budget. We need
to do something
about
it?
about it.”
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Pellentesque elementum varius purus, at volutpat
enim sagittis vel. Maecenas in mauris eleifend,
hendrerit nulla in, mollis tortor. Vestibulum lacinia sed
ex eu semper. Morbi tincidunt lobortis nisi, non
posuere nunc ultricies et.
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Aliquam tempus, massa convallis ornare aliquet, elit
velit volutpat arcu, eget bibendum arcu nulla eu libero.
Proin iaculis ultricies lectus, nec auctor ex malesuada
Aliquam tempus, massa convallis ornare aliquet, eli
um arcu nulla eu libero.

A potential customer recognizes a problem or opportunity.

...and turns to Google to conduct
a vendor-neutral search for solutions.
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The search leads to helpful
tips on a project management
software vendor’s blog.
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The prospect provides contact
information in exchange for
access to an ebook on estimating complex projects.
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The prospect has become a
lead. The vendor can now use
data to nurture the relationship.
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The lead has formed a connection with the vendor
through content and lead nurturing and buys the software.
It doesn’t end here. The tools
and channels used in lead
nurturing help maintain the
relationship
and enable
brand advocacy.
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